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Palestinians
anticipating
U.S. initiative

USG seeks
national
speakers
by Barbara A. Weadodc
staff reporter

Undergraduate Student
Government will continue working toward its goal of educating
University students by broadening its scope from local issues to
topics of national importance
during spring semester.
Kevin Coughlin, chief legislative officer of USG, said he is
contacting speakers for a
"Forecasting Politics in the 90s"
lecture series in the spring.
"We are considering three
speakers for this spring — sometime between the third week in
January until the last week in
April," Coughlin said.
He said his committee is "pretty much working at the convenience of the speakers" by allowing them to pick a date from a
broad schedule.
"We are hoping for any day
Monday through Thursday,
Coughlin said.
Speakers to represent conservativism, liberalism and the
"middle-of-the- road" positions
are being contacted, he said.
Senator Robert Dole of Kansas is the possible conservative
speaker Coughlin said he conD See USG, page 5.
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WARM WEATHER BLUES

Brian O'Donnell, junior radio-television-film major, used yesterday's unusually warm afternoon to get in
some outdoor guitar practice. "I know what the Bowling Green winters are like," Brian said. "With this kind
of weather in November, I'm going to take advantage of it."

ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) — PLO chief Yasser Arafat said Tuesday
it was up to the United States to make the next move toward Middle
East peace now that the Palestinians have formed an independent
state that implicitly recognizes Israel.
"The ball is now in the American court," Arafat said a few hours
after the Palestine National Council, the PLO's parliament-in-exile,
solemnly proclaimed Palestinian independence in a ceremony early
Tuesday.
The declaration accepted U.N. Security Council Resolution 242,
which implicitly recognizes Israel when it refers to the right of all
countries in the region to live within secure and recognized borders.
The proclamation topped the list of issues taken up during the
council's four-day special session in Algeria, which ended Tuesday.
The 450-member council also voted to form a provisional government at a future date and pledged to restrict guerrilla operations to
military targets in Israeli-occupied territories.
The councd's move, largely symbolic and clearly aimed at capitalizing on the 11-month-old Palestinian uprising in Israeli-occupied
lands, sought to remove obstacles to U.S. and Israeli dealings with
the Palestine Liberation Organization.
Referring to the intefaden, or uprising, Arafat told a news conference: "It is true that this is the intefaden session of the (council), but
it also could be the session of peace with the U.S. administration and
Israel."
The PLO chief said the council had given him a mandate to pursue
a political settlement. "But if we are met with a rebuff," he said,
"only God knows the outcome."
"Let it also be clear, I can always come back to our (council) and
declare that moderation does not pay," Arafat said.
Israel immediately rejected Arafat's declaration, calling it "double talk" and denying that it recognized Israel or truly renounced
terrorism.
"They mentioned rejection of terrorism outside Israel, but they
did not denounce terrorism inside Israel," said Foreign Ministry
spokesman Alon Liel. "So we still see the PLO as a terror organization, and the government decision not to negotiate with the PLO
stands."

Few students use mail order papers
by Angle Blandlna
staff reporter

Although several mail order companies sell
research papers to students claiming they can improve writing skills, few University students use
the services.
Peter Hutchinson, associate vice president of
academic affairs, said problems arise when students try "to pass the papers off as their own."
He said the University's academic honesty policy specifically addresses the penalties for plagiarism and "the purchase of research papers is definitely considered to be plagiarism."
One Los Angeles-based firm, Research Assistance, publishes a catalog offering students a
choice of more than 16,000 research papers in more
than 140 different topic areas.

Owner Art Stekel said his company's purpose is clined to release any specific profit figures.
He said a "good portion" of his buyers are from
to aid students wanting to improve their research
the Southern California area, where there is a high
techniques.
"Our intent is to provide a model research paper concentration of foreign students.
The papers, however, would probably be defor students to learn from," Stekel said.
A letter accompanying the Research Assistance tected if used for courses at the University, accatalog states, Our theory is simple. The best cording to several University faculty members.
Lester Barber, interim chair of the English deway to learn sound research techniques is through
studying letter-perfect research papers in the partment, said because of his course requireexact area of your assignment." Stekel, who has ments, detecting a student who has plagiarized
been in business for 16 years, said 1,000 new papers would not be difficult.
"When I assign a research paper, I require that
are added to the catalog each year. The typical salary for writers, most of whom are in the film- students work with me through the whole process," he said. "If a student hands in something
writing business, is $10 per page, he said.
"Writing for us helps pay their bills between suspicious, there is almost always a discretion between quality of the plagiarized material and the
scripts," Stekel said.
Stekel said he sells approximately 2,500 papers work the student is capable of."
Thomas Klein, English professor, said he asper year and usually charges $7 per page. He de-

signs papers that probably would not be available
through any company.
"I ask my students to do unique writing assignments that require very original thinking," he
said.
Agreeing with Klein that the topics and material
for her assignments would not be available from
the companies, Peggy Giordano, a University sociology professor, said her assignments involve
active, local field work that guards against these
companies and against efforts to use old term
papers as well, she said.
According to Hutchinson, the existence of companies providing papers for a fee has not created a
problem on-campus.
"I'm sure there have been a few isolated incidents, but I don't see any major problem," Hutchinson said.
_____

Reagan sets last Olscamp names
meeting agenda education goals
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan set limited
goals Tuesday for his meeting
early next month in New York
with Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev, saying it would not
be in the nature of a summit.
But, mindful of Gorbachev's
escalation of their agenda in Iceland two years ago, Reagan
said, "We'll Just have to see
what comes up."
The meeting, to be held in conjunction with a speech by Gorbachev to the U.N. General Assembly, would ease the transition to President-elect George
Bush's assumption of office Jan.
20.
Bush, who is already committed to pursuing a summit with
Gorbachev next year, will participate in the session and not see
the Soviet leader separately,
White House spokesman Martin
Fitzwater said. He said the
agenda has not been set.
The target date for the meeting is Dec. 7. Secretary of State
George P. Shultz is due in Brussels to attend a meeting of North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
foreign ministers Dec. 8-9.
Gorbachev proposed the meet-

ing with Reagan and Bush
through Soviet Ambassador
Yuri V. Dubinin a few days ago,
said a U.S. official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, and
Reagan readily accepted.
The president told reporters
he anticipated "a brief gettogether" with the Soviet leader.
They have held four summits in
the last three years and improved superpower relations.
The principal achievement was
the treaty Reagan and Gorbachev signed last December in
Washington to abolish U.S. and
Soviet intermediate-range nuclear weapons.
Reagan, asked about seeing
Gorbachev again, said "that's
not going to be anything in the
nature of a summit meeting."
He acknowledged, however, that
he had "no way of speculating"
what proposals the Soviet leader
might offer.
Other U.S. officials said the
agenda would be worked out in
diplomatic exchanges between
Washington and Moscow.
"Likewise, the nature of the
meeting," said State Department spokesman Charles E.
Redman.

Wednesday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today
will be mild with the
high In the mld-oOs
and a 90 percent
chance of rain. Tonight will be colder
with the low In the
mld-30* and a 80 percent chance of rain.
Thurday'i weather
outlook calli lor mild
winds and a high In the low-40*.

by Elizabeth Kimes
staff reporter

Horace. The House of Commons. Victor Hugo. Huguenots.
David Hume.
University President Paul
Olscamp said last night if these
names do not ring a bell to
some University students, it
may be because they are not
being required to take the
necessary classes which cover
such topics.
Speaking on "The Educated
Person: changing Concepts —
Past.Present and Future,"
Olscamp said the University
has statistically been graduating students who have not taken classes necessary to make
them "presumably educated."
"It is possible for a student
studying at this University to
graduate without being exposed to mathematics, foreign
language, philosophy, English
literature, history or a laboratory science course," he said.
Olscamp based his statement on research done six
years ago when he had the registrar compile a list of recently graduated students in

each college and the classes
they had token. Prior to his
speech last night, Olscamp had
similar information organized
from the graduated class of
August 1988.
In examination of both bodies of data, he said he found
both to be "astounding."
For the summer graduates,
51 percent of students with a
bachelor of arts degree did not
take a course in history, he
said.
"I find that number mindboggling," Olscamp said.
Within the School of Business, 76 percent of summer
1988 graduates receiving a
bachelor of science degree in
business administration had
not token a literature course.
Of the 97 summer graduates
from the School of Education
with a bachelor's degree, 82
Krcent did not take a foreign
iguage course, he said.
According to Olscamp,
changes in the core curriculum
need to be made by establishing interdisciplinary required
courses for all students.
"There is so much more to
□ See Olscamp, page 4.

Paul Olscamp

BG News Susan Schub

News in Brief
Shanklin service tonight
at St. Thomas More

died in an automobile accident in Spain. She was
there as part of a University exchange program.
Shankfir. is survived by her parents, Charles and
Bernice; two sisters, Anne Shanklin Gustofson and
Jane Shanklin Mosher; and three brothers, Charles, John and Tom.

A memorial service will be held at 7 p.m. at St.
Visitation was held Sunday at the Skillman-McThomas More for Janet Shanklin, a University
Funeral Home in Mechanicsburg. Shanklin
student and Alpha XI Delta member, who died last Donald
was buried Monday on family property.
Tuesday.
Donations can be made by contacting Shawnie
A campus-wide reception at the sorority house
Lee at 372-3220.
will immediately follow the service.
-by Angie Blandlna
Shanklin, a 20-year-old Milford Center native,

Olscamp forums canceled,
next one set for Nov. 30
University President Paul Olscamp's Wednesday open forum will not be held this week. Also,
there will be no forum next week, Nov. 23, due to
the Thanksgiving vacation. Olscamp's next forum
will be held Ncv. SO.
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Raise the University
course requirements
Astounding.
That is how University President Paul 01scamp termed the fact some University students are
graduating without taking a history, literature,
math or science course.
What is astounding is the University is the only
public college in Ohio that allows students to fulfill
only one requirement in these areas.
According to a faculty member who addressed
the issue at last night's discussion on "The Educated Person," all other state universities stipulate
students meet two requirements in studies such as
social sciences.
If the faculty and administration are to raise the
question of whether students are truly being "educated" they must first address the issue of who is
setting the requirements students must meet.
Instead of assuming students are not motivated
to take these courses, they must first investigate
the loopholes of the system which allow students to
fall threw without taking them.
By raising requirements to meet those set by
other state universities, the University will no
longer run into a graduating class like summer 1988
where 82 percent of bachelor of science in education
recipients did not take a foreign language class.
Once the faculty committee in charge of setting
undergraduate requirements realizes the University is the anomaly within the state can changes be
made.
It is time to stop talking about how astounding the
situation is and lake action before the University
continues to graduate "presumably educated people."

In other opinions...

Don't take the wheel
into your own hands
Consider the curious case of James Biddle, aircraft engineer and erstwhile bus driver. Ponder his crime, then wonder at justice in Anaheim,
Calif.
Biddle was a passenger on a bus who made so
bold as to ask the driver to squeeze, rather than
stomp, on the brakes. Enraged at the request, the
driver pulled over and challenged Biddle to do a
betterjob.
Biddle did by driving smoothly, making the proper stops and collecting the proper fares. For his
efforts, Biddle was charged with stealing the bus, a
felony. He pleaded guilty to reduced charges of
misdemeanor theft — and received a $1,151 fine and
three years probation.
What Biddle did was not wise, even given the circumstances. No untrained hands should guide a vehicle with such potential for damage. But, criminal? Has the city fallen back upon its largest tourist attraction — Disneyland — to provide its prosecutorial smarts? Such would seem to be the case;
the way it bus-ted Biddle was strictly Goofy.
Reprinted with permission from the Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
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MIKE ROYKO

Dukakis' personality ensured loss
A judge in Fort Worth has
summed up nicely the reason
why Mike Dukakis flopped as
the Democratic candidate.
As the judge put it: "He forgot
the first rule ot knife fighting —
there are no rules."
The judge also summarized
the reason why George Bush
was successful: "He appealed to
traditional American values —
bigotiy, envy, greed, chauvinism ana fear."
That's as accurate an analysis
of this election as I've heard and
it's probably more precise than
most of the phony reasons people gave to exit pollsters.
Dukakis' problem is that he
never did understand what
George Washington Plunkett, an
old New York Tammany Hall
political boss, meant when he
said: "Politicsain'tbeanbag."
He thought he could glide
along playing Mr. Nice Guy,
staying above the fray, loftily
ignoring the kicks in the shins he
was getting from Bush.
That might have worked if he
had a forceful magnetic personality. But he doesn't. Zorba the
Greek talked of having "fire in
his belly," which gave him his
burning zest for life. Dukakis the
Greek acted like he had vanilla
yogurt in his belly and zest for
reading time sheets and production reports.
Mario Cuomo might have
pulled off the nice guy role because, as an orator, he has the

Dukakis' problem is that... he thought he
could glide along playing Mr. Nice Guy,
staying above the fray, loftily ignoring
the kicks in the shins he was getting from
Bush.
magic gift.
But I doubt Cuomo would have
just stood there, as Dukakis did
months ago, letting Bush get
away with the cheap, irrelevant
shots on prison furloughs, the
pledge and the ACLU.
Cuomo has a short fuse, as
New York reporters have
learned, and it wouldn't have
taken him long to slam Bush in
the head with the huge federal
prison furlough program, with
conservative George Will's description of Bush as a "lap dog,"
and with Bush's feeble claims
that, gosh, he didn't know what
was going on during the Iran
arms deal
But Dukakis and his inept advisers thought he could get away
with dropping words as dry as
dust and keeping that dopey
Steve Martin smile plastered on
his face.
Had Mayor Daley been alive
he would have sat Dukakis down
and explained the basics:
"When somebody hits you, you
hit them right back. If you don't,
you look weak. Hit 'em and hit
em now."
Or as another Chicago politician put it: "Two things you
can't let an opponent get away
with — telling lies about you or
telling the truth about you."
Instead, Dukakis let charges

splatter against him and stick
like glue. And he looked weak
and, at times, foolish.
During the debate, when the
clod from cable TV asked Dukakis how he would feel if his wife
were raped and murdered, there
were any number of effective
responses he could have made.
He could have turned on the
reporter and barked: "That U a
disgusting, inappropriate question." Everybody likes seeing
wise guy reporters put in their
place.
Or he could have glared and
said: "If that happened, I would
have tried to kill the guy with
my own hands, as any man
would have done. You know
that. But it doesn't alter my
position on capital punishment,
although I respect the views of
those who feel otherwise."
Instead, he showed as much
fire as if he'd been asked how he
would feel if his wife had been
Einched on an elevator. Maybe
e should have spent less time
reading about housing programs
in Sweden and more time watching pop culture movies like
Charles Bronson's "Death
Wish."
Meanwhile, Bush got away
with the biggest blunder by
either candidate —the selection
of Dan Quayle, draft-dodger and

LETTERS
Philanthropy Day
is a part of the
USA's heritage
The poet Wordsworth once
said. "That best portion of a
good man's life are his little,
nameless, unremembered acts
of kindness and of love."
I agree with Wordsworth. But
I want to assure volunteers and
contributors to Bowling Green
State University that we do remember their acts of kindness,
and celebrate them on Nov. 18,
National Philanthropy Day.
Philanthropy has been an instrinsic part of our American
heritage throughout the last
three centuries. Among the
ranks of historical "givers" are
Benjamin Franklin, who at age
42 sold his printing house to devote the rest of his life to public
service, and Clara Barton, who
was instrumental in establishing
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airhead, as his running mate.
He got awav with It because
Dukakis couldn't say much,
having spent the fighting years
of the Korean War in college on
a deferment. And Lloyd Bentsen
couldn't say much because his
kids managed to get into reserve
units, just as Quayle did.
But, by walking the high road,
they chose not to use surrogate
hitmen to do the job on Quayle.
There are Democrats who served and fought and they could
have dogged Bush and Quayle on
the war issue.
They could have clobbered
Quayle on his family's close ties
to the John Birch Society, which
has far less to brag about than
the ACLU. And Quayle's wife's
family's devotion to one of the
nation's looniest far-right
preachers.
But, no, Dukakis went on acting as if politics were indeed the
game of beanbag.
It turns out that an old newspaper friend of mine, who has
taught for many years at a Massachusetts college, was right.
He wrote me last year and said
that I should not be fooled by
Dukakis' pose as a "true ethnic."
He had watched Dukakis up
close and said: "He's what I call
a limousine ethnic. He's a cold
fish and, before it's over, that's
going to show."
Dukakis lost because he was a
poor candidate and had lousy
advisers and ran a second-rate
campaign.
But he's a modern Democrat,
so what else is new?
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

The BG News editorial
e is your campus
the American Red Cross.
Each year millions of American volunteer their time, energy
and resources toward improving
the lives of others. Last year
alone, more than 90 million
Americans gave themselves to
help better their community and
their world.
At BGSU, we are grateful to
the 16,000 friends and alumni
who supported us financially in
1987-88. Their money helped
provide scholarships, research
opportunities and faculty development programs so that we
may better accomplish our mission — to provide an excellent
education for the public.
Philanthropy has become
such an integral part of our society that centers have sprung up
around the country to study
what motivates people to help
their feUow man. Here at BGSU,
the Social Philosophy and Policy
Center recently published a collection of essays on philanthropy
that received excellent reviews.

Truly, giving of ourselves to
help others is a noble endeavor
that positively affects our community and our world.
Paul J. Olscamp
University President

Send mail by room
number order
The most recent telephone
statements arrived in room
number order, thus the job of
placing these in residents mailboxes took only five minutes, instead of the customary 20-25
minutes.
How much easier the mail
would be to do if more departments and offices would follow
suit and send us the mail in room
number order. In this age of
computers, I'm sure it can be
done!
Linda Cotrell
Residential Services

by Berke Breathed

The editorial page regularly features rolumnists
who write on a variety of
topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a
journalism major or even
a student to write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may
be expressed in letters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
100-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for varlfication, must
be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words Is preferred These
should also be typewritten
and double-«paced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all subnuaalonito:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
HI We* Hall

Local
Ex-Salvadorean speaks
Chacon said U.S. assistance to troubled country 'misleading'
by Tracy Richards
staff reporter

As an unpublicized march for peace Is going on In El Salvador, a former resident of
that turbulent country told a University audience Monday that efforts by the United
States to help his people are misleading.
According to Oscar Chacon, a Salvadorean paralegal now living in Massachusseta, the national demonstration was organized to show American people how things really art in El Salvador — not how the
government and media are portraying it
"When Ronald Reagan was elected, a lot
of people felt we were going back to the
McCarthy years and, if they went against
what was being said, they would be labeled
communist," he said. "A lot of congressmen
do not speak out — even if they actually
know what is happening."
Telling the audience that he believes injustices are still happening in his country, Chacon said the U.S. government is sending financial aid to San Salvador because Congress mistakenly believes the money is being used to help the country. Chacon said.
"Some congressmen don't know what is
happening in El Salvador," he said."In their
minds, they believe they are giving money to

a democracy. Whether it's a democracy or military, not to the improvement of the peonot is questionable."
ple's lives," he said.
A civil war has been fought in El Salvador
One of the most successful private institusince 1979. The war has created many con- tions contributing to the return of Salvaflicts and casualties which Chacon said he doreans to their country is the "Coming
witnessed first-hand before fleeing the coun- Home" project, of which Chacon is a memtry in 1888.
ber.
"By the time I left San Salvador (the capi"Our goal is to inhabitate San Salvador
tal), the violence was overwhelming. The with people who are committed to building
violence had spread so far that it did not peace in our country," he said. "We want to
make any exceptions — not even in the be able to say once and for all we are not
Catholic church.'' he said.
One effect of the war has been the massive afraid and to be able to return and build our
uprootings of the peasants from their land, houses again.
"This would be our first step towards
he said.
"Since 1980, more than one million Salva- peace," he said.
dorean people have become refugees in
To date, the project has raised an estiother countries," he said. " 500,000 of the mated $1.5 million to support the goals, he
refugees have come to the United States."
said.
However, the trend of moving: away from
Chacon said international publicity acthe conflict-ridden country is changing, he 8uired from programs such as "Coming
said.
erne" draws the attention to the injustices
Chacon said, since 1988, a steady stream of enforced on the peasants and makes it posrefugees have moved back to El Salvador sible for their new communities to survive.
with the aid of funding from private organi"The idea that the U.S. is defending a
zations.
democracy has created a cage for the SalMoney donated by the United States is vadorean government," he said. "If they
generally used for military purposes, he send the military forces to destroy the
said.
villages, they will expose themselves and
"Congress released a study last year that show the world that this government is not a
found 75 percent of American aid goes to the democracy."
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TEST YOUR
STRENGTH.

November 16,19»S

by Debbie Hippie
staff leporter

you right on top ... I have
companies coming after them
ahead of (graduation)," he
said.

To aid minority students in
career direction, 17 University organizations sponsored
the "Minority Career Search
Experience" Monday.

According to KempQueener, 119 students were
registered for the program.
"The students are divided
between panels ... wise decisions, interviewing techniques and racism and sexism in the work force are discussed," she said.
The panel discussions allowed students to pick and
choose the area that interested them most.

According to Charlene
Kemp-Queener, director of
Minority Programs and Activities, the four-year-old
program is the only one of its
kind specifically designed to
help minority students prepare for the future.
"As far as career searches,
there are no direct outreach
programs on-campus,"
Kemp-Queener said.

Panels included Graduate
School Opportunities; Law
School Opportunities; Journalism; Broadcasting; Education; Higher Education;
Federal, State and Local
Government; Psychology;
Human Services; Retail
Sales/Management and
Banking/Finance. John
Queener, a career counselor
at the Counseling and Career
Development Center, said he
believes the program is the
first step to a successful future.

The program consisted of
mini-presentations by the
Counseling and Career Development Center, Cooperative Education, Center for
Academic Options and University Placement Services.

See Search, page 4.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

ALL YOU CAN EAT

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

SPAGHETTI

Every Student it Eligible lor Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grides or Parental Income.

WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD]
$
TONIGHT 4:30 • 7:00
4.00

•w. have • data bank of ovar 200.000 llatingi of icholarihlpi,
laHooahtpi. granta. and loam, repretentlnfl o«ar $10 billion In private
sector funding.
• Many scnolaraMpa are glean to iiueenti baaad on than acadamte
Intaraata, caraar plane, lamHy haritaga and pfaoa of ntstdance.
• Theresa monay available for itudanta who na»a Swan nawspafpar cardan, grocery darks, cheerleader!, nen-emottere ... etc.
• Reeults GUARANTEED

ATTENTION STUDENTS:

Holiday Special
$28 round trip - non-stop!
BG to Cleveland
Bus leaves Tuesaa\. November 22 and returns Sunday. November 27.
FOR
NFORMATION
CALL

THE PHEASANT ROOM • 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepied for this special
Food coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:0O p.m. daily

For A Freer aVochure

GO GREYHOUND

353-5982

And leave thi'driving Ki us.

(800) 346-6401

3;

Career program
assists minorities

Dave Stanford, assistant
director of Cooperative Education, said he believes that
working with his office aids
minority students in the job
hunt.
"The co-op experience puts

CD PC SCHOLARSHIP MFORMAnON FOR
nCE.
STUDENTS WHO NEED

CALL
ANYTIME

WNtWl

:

YOUR Mall Is Growing...

Winthrop Terrace Apts,
iSgcond .Semester. Lea

A^t

woodland moll

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance
Hours: Weekdays 9-5

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

GREAT AMERICAN

MMRfCAN
'CBMCZR
SOOfTY

t

SMOKEOUT
TAKE A BREATHER
Join the Great American Smokeout on Thursday,
November IT.Millions of smokers across the country
will take a break and try not to smoke for 24 hours.
How about you? Or, if you don't smoke, adopt a smoker
for the day and promise to help that friend get through
the day without a cigarette!
For more Information and a computerized smoking
auetsmenl. slop by the Well'i table In Unlverilty Hall
from 10-4 on November 17.

FOR
After one short year in Bowling Green, the Woodland Mall
has expanded to better serve the needs ot the community.
The excitement starts with the Grand Opening of the
62,000 square tool Hills Department Store this week. We
welcome Hills to our family of line stores and invite you to
Join us tor entertainment and exotement throughout the
week!

It's All Here For You —

At Woodland Mall!

31%

A FEW

QUIT TIPS
Hide all ashtrays, matches, etc.
Lay in a supply of sugarless
gum, carrot sticks, etc.
Drink lots of liquids, but pass
up coffee & alcohol.
Tell everyone you're quitting
for the day.
When the urge to smoke hits.
take a deep breath, hold it for
10 seconds, & release it
slowly.
Exercise to relieve the tension

Try the "buddy system," and
ask a friend to quit too.

YOU!
I ENTERTAINMENT DAILY!
Wed., Nov. 1$ thru Sun., Nov. 20
Fit, Nov. 18 thru Sun., Nov. 20
"CmiSTMAS TltBASiMESARTS & CRAFTS SHOW
Dandy The Clown

Sat., Nov. 19, 347P.M.
"Ronnie 0 and The Greasere".

woodland mall

Open Daily 10-9
Sunday 12-5

1234 North Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419-354-4447

INFORMATION SESSION
Thurs., Nov. 17, 4:00 p.m.
Union - State Room
Center for Academic Options

Pay no out-of
state fees

231 Administration

372-8202

|
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ligtid prepares for finale Driver wins Florida trip
m,
Student competing tor cor, $5,000 scholarship
a-
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' jf frlttj the f»U sawrter coming
i I tatfdem. UieUnlverilty march• tug beni Una great e>«no look

f-A^Sf tend It* played * toe
>f- Bv% tome fortUn games this
—-—*--• made two road trips
aim Michigan game,
v- >ithi atop the night bafore at
• j *etmffcd High School in Battle
" Qp«ek,Mleh.,andtoD^iance.
r

"i

,».

Tami Nenmann, junior faahlon merchandising major and
three-year saxophone player in
the band, said the outings made
thei__
"We played (or a high school
band and they accepted us
weD," aha said.
On the second trip, the band
nee Band
perfonned at the Defiance
Spectacular with seven high
school bands.
While the semester and the
marching band season ara bath
coming to a close, the band still

Oltcamp-

Search
process that takes a long
time," be said. "Please take
advantage of the opportunities offered to you... only yon
can make it happen."

*** »• 6 pontlmied from pages.
I '"• -Start ■*» to begin t» find
. £ ■■jdut *rt» y« ara-... that's a

■;£>*' '■'"",,;—

THE WASH HOUSE
24 HR. COIN-OP LAUNDROMAT

\

ned.
tplannet
haioneeventi
On Nov. JO, In Anderson
Arena, the band will be performing In concert to close the
season. The concert, however,
will not mean the end of band
performances, according to Jay
Jackson, assistant band director.
He said the athletic band will
be performing at home hockey
games, in addition to both men's
and women's home basketball
games, throughout the winter
sports season.

.'• ■ ' 280 N. Main - 1 block No. of Howard's
- VTSTT OUR DAIRY DEPOT & TANNING CENTER

D Continued from page 1.
learn today than there was SO
yean ago, so it takes more time
lode it?'he said.
Two possible solutions to the
problem would be to add a fifth
year to the undergraduate degree so more time can be devoted to general education or
reeuirt more classroom time
and hours needed to graduate
from students. However, Olscaanp said this increase in the
workloadI was "hardly fair."

by Laura SsMaer
reporter

The winner of a safe-driving
contest held at the University
wUl be competing tor a $8,000
scholarshto
scholarship and the use of a Dodge Daytona sports car in a
national competition to be held
during Spring Break.
John Downes, sophomore
architecture major, won the University semi-finals of the
National Collegiate Driving
Championships (NCDC), heW in
the Ice Arena parking tot last
Wednesday.
For his efforts, he earned an
emergency kit for his car and an
lee paid trip to Dayall-ei
ch, Fla., to compete
tana
with sef»Winellsts'natiomrid"e In
the Grand Finals, May 20-22.
Finalists have the chance to
win more than $10,000 in scholarships. The top three finalists
will have the use of a Daytona
for a year, with the first-place

winner letting a $5,000 scholarship; the second place winner,
a |3,0O0 scholarship and, for
third place, a 13,000 scholarship.
The NCDC, sponsored by Doft* ">? tte performance dlv""on of Chrysler Motors, pro<P?tM ?•'«, driving in young
drivers by Illustrating safe driva skills, the importance of
sty belts and the dangers of
drinking and driving.
Jamie Slavin, president of the
Student Athletic Board which
hosted the University competition, said all participants
received a survey and watched a
video on drinking and driving.
Slavin said they also partlciBted in simulators illustrating
! experience of driving drunk.
Downes said the competition
was both interesting and instructive.
"I entered the competition because I really wanted to learn
how to drive around race tracks

but, with what they've taught
me, the experience will help me
on the road... I want to be a safe
driver," he said.
Slavin said Downes was
among 2M University students
competing in the winding
course.
The course was marked with
cones and each driver had to
complete the coarse while
knocking down the fewest number of cones. For each cone
knocked down, a penalty of one
second was added to the completion time, Slavin said.
They drove a Dodge Daytona
Shelby with remote-control
brakes so drivers could net
"take off," Slavin said.
Downes won the competition
by finishing la 11 seconds with
nopenalties.
For any college students still
interested in participating, an
"open competition" will be hold
during Spring Break in Daytona
lavinsald.
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. Preferred Properties
835 High St. 332-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. • Frl.

immediate
Housing Openings
from Membership to Cherrjrwood Meelth Spa

I Your Comic Connection is at... I

• Young's Newsstand j
"tkn't nits the next issue tfyotir (mritt
355-2176

*"*U

TOUR UNCLE WANTS
TO PAT FOR COLLEGE. BUT ONLY
IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition
and provide an allowance for fees and
textbooks. Find out if you qualify.

I

Downtown J

ARMY ROTC
CONTACT AAMY BOTC
17M47I
ROOM 1S1 MIMOMAl HM.L

THI SMARTIS1 (OLirt.E
rnnRSi: YOU TAN TAKE

Data

AFRICAN PEOPLES ASSOCIATION
Presents
PAPA BUNKA SUSSO
(A Gambian oral
historian/Musician)
in Concert
Saturday, 3:00 - 8:30 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Come hear an authentic African Sound
FREE AND OPEN TO ALL

Don't have a Secret Santa? Choose your owrrl

secret Santa

Have we shot you yet?

The BG News

The KEY is currently taking group pictures of
organizations and greeks for The 1989 yearbook.

clues In

Publish your clues in the special
Secret Santas classification
of the classifieds any day from
November 29 thru December •
Secret Santas will reveal themselves
in the last BG News of the semester
Friday, December 9
e 214 West Hall • 65c per line, 3 line minimum
Advertising Deadline Two days m advance of publication, 4p.m.
+ Sqrry no telephone orders -

mere aro /Jrn/red gpacot available lor §roup shot; to ad now
to rotorvo a toot In tho book.
To meet our deadline, all photos must be taken before
thanksgiving!
Call Amy at The KIY, 372-808* or ttop by 28 West Hall.
fe a part of Tho 19$9 KIYI

W NtWI

Health conferences start
by Angle Blandlna
Maff reporter

A conference today on the
haurda of nver-the-ceunter
dmfla will begin a year-long series on health and human service-related topics.
Linda Crawford, administrative assistant In the College of
Health and Human Services,
said the conference "Over-theCounter Medications and the
Elderly," to the first of 10 scheduled through July.

FREE
CATALOG

i

of Government Books
Sm4 for your eofy totUyt
firm Catalog
BM 37000
Wiitfufifnn DC 20013-7000

Although the public is encouraged to attend any conference in
the aeries, today's will be directed towards health care professionals specializing In elderly
care, Crawford said.

complex medication needs."
"Elderly people generally
have a different metabolism and
they absorb and excrete drugs
differently," she said. "They
also have a tendency to be on
other prescription drugs.

Cindy Puffer, pharmacy coordinator for health serrlces, will
rik at the conference about "For example, elderly people
potentially bad side effects who take antacids run a risk of
of over-the-counter medications. experiencing side effects. Acids
have a tendency to interfere and
Although the hazards of non- sometimes cancel the effects of
prescription drugs affect people prescription drugs," Puffer
■akL "People need to be made
of all ages, Puffer said people
over 50 tend to have r'more aware that the potential for bad

n Continued from page 1.
tected. He said he expects to
hear from Dole this week.
lm inld he has contacted Senator
Daniel Patrick Moynlhan of
New York.
"I know Moynlhan loves to
come to colleges," Coughlln
said.
There are three speakers
under consideration tor the
middle-of-the-road viewpoint,
Coughlln said.

Blotter_
Campus

Three hours of continuing education credit will be grasUtf by
the University for attendance at
this and other selected conferences, Crawford said.

qmile patrolling Lot K near
Oaakfla Hal Friday morning, a
Pnraarntty police officer picked
ap two Juveniles who have been
nrVdvei in suspicions activities
iift-oiriag vandalism. The Juveniles were taken to their homes ia
ten dry and released to thenparents.
aTtto driver's side wtndnw of
a vehicle parked In Lot 9 was
broken sometime Friday morning. Damage was estimated at
$150 and nothing was taken from
tee far.
., DA purse was reported stolen

ington Week, King and Schlesinger and Is waiting far rapanses, Coughlln said.

asked to help co-sponsor the series at an appropriate time,
Cduglinsaid.

He said Us committee has not
yet been allotted money for the
program, but the series will cost
a substantial amount of money.
By working through the Programming Corporation of America, three to four sneakers can
be engaged for |7,5M, Coughlln
said.
Other campus groups will be

"As soon as we find oat who
we have, we will ask for casponsorship that week,•'Coughlin
said. "We will heavily rely on
co-flponsorsWp and are considering chargtRg $1-1 for some
programs to defray the costs."

side effects exists." Today's
conference will bcfromleVi*. to
13:10 p.m. at the Holiday Inn,
1560E. Wooator St, and is sponsored by the CaUagf of Health
and Human Services.
The next conference la the series, "Sensory Loss to the Elderly : Hearing and Vision," wfM he
held Dec. I.

from a room in McDonald Went
Sunday morning. The contents
of the pwrae were valued afmors
than 1180
. A steel fence past was
thrown through the rear wntdow
of a vehicle partrad hi Lot A bound Haimn Hall Stmday morning.
DA meal coupon book Wan re- j
ported stolen from a desktop ta
Conklm Hall Sunday evening. The book was later recovered
and charges are pending

I

Arthur Schlesinger, an adviser to former presidents John
F. Kennedy and Lyndon B.
Johnson: Larry King,
of "The
Larry King Show'r and the
Washington Week In Review are
all under consideration, he said.
Washington Week In Review,
a Public Broadcasting Station
program, would host a show at
the University, but it would not
be for broadcast, he said.
The committee has made
offers to both senators, WashNIVI* AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

He nail ttaket sates would also
give him an idea of how many

students wffl have attended «*e
event.
Any student intematedm Mp-.
ing wttl tnraartoa ti welcome ta
participate, Coughlln Mid. .
Many rorawdtteee rtaed to be established, sadi si tranapertatlen and greeting. He said mterasted skadente need not be a
USG member to participate.
Coughhn Is looking at Ko>
backer Hall to hot the akaakars.
but will took for a larger place if
necessary, be said.

NSVM AQAIN

NO COVER

210 N. MAIN

Th« Groove Masters
Wednesday, November 16
*

'*» en

•

CISG

HOWARD'S clubH

6$s

H^rO^NV^WVfJWQ

TERRY DAVIDSON
and the GEARS

Thursday - Saturday
November 17-19
(Nov. 21-26 Madhatter)

Howard's Is a Designated Drtrer Participant
Bond updates on BG 5

THANK YOU TO THI MEMBERS
OF NEVER AGAIN WHO PARTICIPATED
IN THIS PAST WEEKEND'S TOLL-ROADI
WE'RE OFF TO A GREAT START!
MEETING TONIGHT IX) BA 9:30
NEW MEMBERS WELCOMEI
NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AOAIN

NEVER AGAIN

TWHJTaH
NIGHT
BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
NOVEMBER

TICKETS: ADULTS $6

15, 16, 18,19 AT 8 P.M.

STUDENTS, SR. CITIZENS $4|

SNOVEMSER19AT8P.M.

FOR RESERVATIONS,

EVA MARIE SAINT THEATRE

CALL 372-2719

sni

TONIGHT - COME HEAR

.j

PAULI GIVENS
Program Director of OXFAM - Americas West African Program
TOPIC:

WEST AFRICA FROM
DROUGHT TO
DEVELOPMENT
TIME: 8:00 P.M.
PLACE: BAA ROOM 1007
Sponsored by SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE

.•
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Falcons edge Mexicans 79-74
Overcome slow start, 25 turnovers for exhibition win
by Amy Cole
sports reporter

Almost everything was
different for the Bowling Green
women's basketball team Tuesday night, except the fact that
they were playing on their home
Motycka
Voll
court in Anderson Arena.
However, the end result was
• the same as it was most of last them up when they came inside.
year — the Falcons handed the They came here with a good
defeat to the Mexican National team and they are a pretty balanced club."
Team 79-74.
In addition to being balanced,
But in order to win, BG had to
face a different type of offense, a the Mexicans were also diciplined.
different type of defense, a
While having team manager
different country and a different
•bed team than it was accus- Yula Moguel standing in for
head coach Salome Ledesma,
tomed to.
' According to Falcon head who had to return to Mexico for
coach Fran Voll, the Mexican emergency surgery on his foot,
team played a type of game that the team still came on strong.
BG took a 13-point lead at halfBG has not seen too often. He
also said that the fact that the time (39-26), but the Mexicans
Mexicans had, for the most part, bounced back from the deficit to
a snorter team made its players come within two points with 8:54
left in the game. The key to their
harder to defend.
"There are not too many comeback was an improved
teams that look like that field goal percentage.
Led by forward Elizabeth
(offensively)," said Voll, whose
team was 24-6 last year. "We Marin, who contributed three,
also had problems having to three-point field goals, 10 field
goals and eight free throws, the
guard their people.
. "They started to shut off our Mexican Nationals remained
-drive. Sometimes we didn't pick within six points the rest of the

game.

That was all they could muster, though, before BG slowly
and steadily pulled away with
the game.
Senior forward Jackie Motycka and sophomore guard
Traci Gorman kept the Mexicans at bay with some perimeter
outside shooting in response to
the Mexican offensive threat
and combined for 10 of the
team's final 15 points.
Motycka scored six of her 20
points in the last five minutes of
the game. In addition to her 20
points, which came on six field
goals and eight free throws, Motycka added 10 rebounds and
five assists.
Gorman scored four of her 12
points in the final five minutes of
the game, including five field
goals and two free throws. She
added four rebounds, three assists and one blocked shot.
Regardless of good offensive
performances by both teams,
there were still some differences.
The biggest difference, and
the biggest advantage, for the
Falcons was at the free throw
line.

"We were saved with the free
throws," Voll said.
Making over 86 percent of
their free throws, as opposed to
Mexico's 58 percent, kept BG
from handing the game over to
the Mexicans, which were given
many opportunities to capitalize
on BG's mistakes.
Those mistakes were the 25
turnovers that the Falcons sacrificed which were evenly distributed between the halves.
Despite the mistakes, Voll is
optimistic for regular-season
opener at Loyola of Chicago
(Nov. 25). The Falcons play at
Northwestern the following
night.
"This is a good test of our
team at this point in time," Voll
said. "There are still things to
work on by the time we play the
teams like Northwestern."

□ D a
Senior Megan McGuire did not
see action Tuesday night due to
an injury sustained in practice.
McGuire injured her foot
when a weight was dropped on
it. Voll said ner foot is not fractured and added that he doesn't
know when she will return.

Yugoslavia routs
mencagers9'1-74
by Brian Hollenbeck
sports reporter

The Bowling Green men's basketball team received a slice of
international style basketball Tuesday night at Anderson
Arena.
The Zadar-Yugoslavia Basketball Club rolled into Bowling
Green and lambasted the Falcons 91-74 in front of 1,310 Falcon
faithful.
Before the fans had a chance to settle into their seats, Yugoslavia had pounced on the Falcons going directly for the throat.
Yugoslavia took an 11-0 lead with a bucket by 6-foot-ll center
Drazenko Blazevic with only 2:48 gone in the game.
Falcon head coach Jim Larranaga said his squad just dug to
big a hole for itself by fall behind so quickly.
''Because we got off to such a slow start offensively, they got
control of the game very quickly," Larranaga said. "There
wasn't much we could do except play hard and try to peck
away at the lead. They happened to get out of the gate quick
and we couldn't catch up."
Bowling Green got on the board with 16:30 left in the half on a
short jumper by freshman forward Tom Hall cutting the lead
to 11-2. Yugoslavia then reeled off six-straight points stretching
their lead to 18-2 with 13:20 left. Yugoslavia increased their
lead to 23 points with 5:11 left in the half, and went into the
locker room with a 47-25 advantage.
Bowling Green used a pressure defense most of the game to
try and offset the Yugoslavians superior height, but the Yugoslavians sliced through the pressure easily.
"We felt we had to put some pressure on them," Larranaga
said, "but obviously we aren't ready to press anybody yet.
"I think we do have some speed and quickness, and we're going to have to learn how to utilize it."
In the second half, Yugoslavia quickly increased their lead to
□ See Falcons, page 7.

Linksters
finish 15th
The Bowling Green men's golf
team shot a 25-over par 311
Tuesday to finish in 15th place at
the Miami Sun and Fun Classic
in Miami, Fla.
Central Florida (875 total)
carded a 289 on the final day to
win by six shots over Kansas
(881), which shot a 293. The Falcons final team score was M5.
Brett Fulford shot a threeover par 75 Tuesday to lead BG
with a score of 233. Doug Ray
had a 79 to end at 234.
Other Falcons playing were
Tim Goeller (75-239), Paul
Green (82-239) and Bill Babkme
(85-254).

—*tf«ft.

cinema.

354 0558
PUNCHLINf
. PS 6 50 9 20
TPMYUVIP

EVENN3S645 915

U2 RATTLE AND HUM
PG-13
EVENINGS 7 00 9 35
CHilD'S PUY <
EVENINGS 7 05 9 45
ERNEST SAVIS
CHRISTMAS PG
EVENINGS 7.15 930

SEND PART OF YOUR MEW WORLD
BACK TO YOUR OLD WORLD.
TOR JU5T $18 you can send a Vi pound package to your loved ones in any one of 83
countries.
With Express Mall International 5ervtcem from your post office the distance between
you and them Is shortened. And since there's always an Express Mail* post office near you,
mailing your package is easy.
What's more, your tokens of affection get there quickly because deliveries usually
take Just 1-5 days.
So when you want to remind those special people of how much you care, use Express
Mall International Service. It's the quick, easy and Inexpensive way to send them your love.
Send In the coupon for your own
_^_^.
_
copy of the Express Mail International
Service Oulde. It gives you complete information ranging from areas served to sizes
and weights. So you'll find out all you need
to know to send your package overseas.

OVER 40 USED CARS
AND TRUCKS STARTING

Please send an Express Mail International Service'" Guide to me.
Mill to:
U.S. Poatei 8*rvtca
E.rxaae Man Manager
435 S. St. CWr
Toledo, OH 43601 9S06

"We Rent For Lett"

RENTAL CARS
NOW AVAILABLE!
Month, Week, Day

CountrtM matted to moat often:.
»l»«illn..fc»Ml..i»»Tm.l«^.a«l)«ao.-6«gium-ll«m«U-9.«i.-C««d..Cn™.P
PapuOBc ol • Cotombta • Cypn* • Daren** - Egypt • FWand • Franca • Germany. Federal "•put*cot(Va>aI>,Of«al
Main and Northern Intend • Greece • Mono Kong • Icaland • Ireland • tweet • Italy • Japan fCuewm tjeelgned Service
Panama ■ Portugal • Outer • Seuflr Arabia • Stnrjacoro • Soutri Alnca. «epuc*c ol • Span • ftrwuertend • Pwagon ■
Iai«»iWi'ThaMnd.rijnaa|.rurt<y'UrMtadA/iOEm*ilaf*Unjguay-\amiua«
OUSP81»

$r

Motor Sales

Starting at '20.00/akay
1051 N. Main St., BG
352-8469

•Oltowt Novwnbw M, I9M 1 .

Tribe, Bosox may make deal
BOSTON (AP) — The names of five-time
American League batting champion Wade
Boggs and Cleveland slugger Joe Carter
were blowing in the trade winds Tuesday.
Boston Red Sox General Manager Lou
Gorman approached Hank Peters, his
counterpart at the Indians, and asked if he
would be interested in Boggs, a lefthandedhitting third baseman with a .356 career batting average, according to a report Tuesday
by The Boston Herald, which said the information came from unidentified sources in
Cleveland.
Gorman confirmed that Cleveland had inquired about obtaining Red Sox shortstop

Spike Owen and that there had been talk of a
larger trade.
''Yes, they have an interest in Spike,
Gorman is quoted as telling the Herald last
Sunday during a banquet honoring manager
Joe Morgan.
"Have we talked about expanding it? Yes,
we have," said Gorman, who was not available Tuesday to comment further.
And Peters would only confirm that he had
talked to Boston, but would not reveal which
players had been discussed.
"I'm not commenting on it," he said. "I
won't comment on their players or our
players. We've talked to a lot of clubs."
But the Herald said other players who

Falcons
□ Continued from page 6.

might be involved in a swap between the two
clubs included third baseman Brook Jacoby
and second baseman Julio Franco of the Indians and infielder Todd Benzinger, pitcher
Jeff Sellers, and second basemen Marty
Barrett of the Re-i Sox.
Boggs, 30, hit .366 last season and had five
home runs and 58 runs batted in.
Carter, 28, who bate right, hit .271 last
season with 27 homers and 98 RBI. He is
listed as an infielder-outf ielder, but the Herald said he would be asked to play first base
in Boston if a trade is made.
Jacoby, who will be 31 next week, had a
.241 average last season and hit nine home
runs and batted in 41 runs.

Soviets down Ohio State 82-76
COLUMBUS (AP) — Shar- 78-76.
But Perry Carter's inside shot
unas Marchulenis scored 19
points — including two free missed with 16 seconds left and
throws with seven seconds re- the 7-foot-2 Sabonis grabbed his
maining — as the Soviet 17th rebound of the game.
Marchulenis, a 6-4 guard, was
National team beat No.17 Ohio
State 82-76 in an exhibition game fouled with seven seconds remaining and hit both for an 80-76
Tuesday night.
Ohio State, returning four lead. Tut Sookk then scored on a
starters from a 20-13 team a long pass after an Ohio State
year ago, had a chance to tie the turnover to close the scoring.
Marchulenis, Sookk and Sagame after Arvidas Sabonis was
called for traveling with 40 sec- bonis, along with seven other
onds left and the Soviets leading, team members, played on the

Olympic gold medal winning
Soviet team.
Sookk had 17 points and Sabonis and Valeri Tikhonenko
each had 13 for the Soviets. Sabonis added six blocked shots.
Jerry Francis had 15 points,
Tony white and Jay Burson 13
each and Carter 12 for Ohio
State.
Ohio State shot just .354 from
the field, with Burson, Ohio
State's leading scorer as a junior with an average of 18.9 Doints

The Bowling Green State University
Board of Student Publications
is now accepting
applications for
EDITOR
of

"We've got a lot of work to do and I think in the month of
December we may take our share of lumps," Larranaga said.
"But I hope that will prepare us for January and February and
the conference schedule

TfiK€ TH€
flfoSS" SHORT WALK
DOWNTOWN

TOM CRUISE

^"^2nd Big Week B
TONIT€ AT 7:15 - 9:15

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE Spirit! !
Show Your fifa
BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER

THE BG NEWS

• Learn Leadership Skills
• Meet New People
• Be A Part of BGSU

for spring semester 1989
Applications Available At: 214 West Hall

Deadline: 5 p.m., November 22

Moore said he was disappointed the team didn't have a better
showing in their first outing of the season.
"We really wanted to go out and play well tonight," Moore
said. "We wanted to show people that we could play together,
but we just couldn't get it going out there tonight. We 11 just
have to look at this game as a learning experience."
The Falcons have only two seniors, and Larranaga said his
squad may have trouble early in the season.

They built a lead of as many
as 7 points until Francis hit a
3-point field goal with 46 seconds
remaining to pull Ohio State to
78-76.
WE CARE

**

49-25 when Blazevic nailed two free throws. For the remainder
of the second half the Yugoslavian lead remained rather stable
with the Falcons unable to put together anything that resembled a comeback.
The Falcons were led by sophomore guard Billy Johnson,
who threw in 17 points and sophomore Joe Moore, who added 16
points. Yugoslavia's Peter Popovic was the game's leading
scorer with 27.

a game, hitting 4 of 17 shots from
the field.
The Soviets, 3-0 on their current U.S. tour, trailed by as
many as 11 points in the first
half. But they went on a 19-4 run
to take a 48-44 lead by the 17:09
mark of the second half.

WE CARE

|

Applications Due Nov. 18, 405 Student Services Building
5
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Time Is Running Out
Last 3 days
for

i

4

senior portraits
this year!
Appointments are filling last.
Don't he left outll

1

Last chance December grads

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall.
i

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Frksnd* ol the DMI Community
SIMnl Plus Dmner al MylM
WM.Nov !6et7 30PM
NO SIGN LANG PRACTICE
Brmg lots ol Imegmetlon, peper 6 pencil
end money!

• ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS •
O.S.E.A. MEETING
WED., NOV. 1*. 116 EO. 6:00 PM

OMIIWMMVVMkbhlMT
UitmuiX couldn't hurt!
COflM IfM ITW CO*M# HOtteM,
6:30 PM to 11 PM, TONIGHT
Salomon! ol Untied Christian PolkmMp.
SIS Thurstln: Tom Gorman, Dreamcetcher.
Dana CoWna, Cretg Hergerl, Eric Kllneer *
Moral
Sponaorod by the Paooa CoaHtlon. FRKI

• • • ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ■ ■
WHAT: ACM Meeting
WHEN: Wed. November 16111 llonlghl)
WHERE: 200 Vonliy Hill
TIME: 6:00 PM
WHO: You, ilud.nl• ol BQSU
WHY: Very Denetictel
NOTE: SHIRT SALES ARE NEXT WEEKII
• • ' ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ''

RELAX WITH A
PEACE COALITION COFFEE HOUSE!
ALL ARE WELCOME TO COME AND HEAR
THE MUSIC OF TOM GORMAN.
CRAIQ HERQERT AND SEVERAL OTHERS
WED. NOV. 16TH AT 6:10 113 THURSTIN
AVE
BASEMENT OF UCF.

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE AND
THIRD WORLD GRADUATE ASSOCIATION
Sponeor Thonkaglving Poeuck Dinner
Sunday. Novambar 20th 3-7 PM
Ott-Cempus Student Cenler
Bring covarad Oahdaaaartaalad OK
Main courao provldod
Opon to al Qrad Studonta

•

YOU ARC WARMtY rHYITIO TO A
SAHA'I FMCSKXC
A Fmnni can bo a bnol presentation ol ma
Banal Faun an informal and opon nsousolon
exploring tacota ol Via Faith, a muelcel pnain■Son. or Wat an evening lor getting aoquam
lad Coma mveetlgete fha youngest of ma
worlds Independent resgione In ma oomtort ol
alximaaatnnfl.rroatrommapraaauraolproaa
lytlMno
1a«and»n«FP»DAYS,7:S0PM
rlome of Jim a Vicky Corbm
840 Peart St . BO
362-7*77 (lor a rata)

RIDES
ROE NEEDED TO BUFFALO. NY (or a laWn
N.Y. araoj tor 3 poop* during ThanugMraj
WBpayMli*lhlii Pto***e»*S7t-S1»6

SERVICES OFFERED

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
616.N
UnlOrephlce
2t1WeetHe«J7J-74H

PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJORS!'

•KEY CLUB"'KEY CLUB'
Key Club at a college level?
That's whal Circle K lal
Come join me run I
Our next meeting Is
November IB
900-108 BA
PS - No Key Club experience necessary'
Don't be left out' Come join ual
•CircleK'" CircleK'

HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO GAIN VALUABLE
EXPERIENCE IN YOUR FIELD! JOIN BO PRO
TONIGHT. WEDNESDAY, NOV. IS, IN SI*
WEST HALL AT 6:00 PM. LEARN HOW TO
MAKE YOUR OWN PR CAMPAIGN" DON'T
MISS IT"

School OIHPER
Colorado Ski Tnp meeting
Sunday, November 20. 7 PM
Eppler Center Rm 119

ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS
Interested m becoming a key pert ol a growllg
organization? Opportunity lor leadership, interesting speakers, social atmosphere, hands-on
experience Selling and Sales Management
Club: Next lormal meeting November 15.7:30
PM. 121 West Hal Speaker Kevin Andvik ol
NoxeH Corporation
Look lor tree Marathon Credit!

SHALOM!!!
There wil be a Hanukah Party
Fun. Food and Gomes
Sunday. November 20 al 5 00 PM
I 20 Slate SI Apt C I

CONCERT
Wind Eneembte-Concert Band
Mark S. Kelly, Conductor
Sal., No*. 1*, 6:00 PM, Kobacker
Dr. Verne Kagirlce. N. Texas Univ.
Trombona Soloist
FREE

There will be National Student Exchange Info
sessions held in me Center lor Academic Options. 231 Admin BMg this weak Coma and
find out how you can attend one ol over 83
U.S. colleges lor a term or a year and pay no
out-ol-state lees and experience the ADVENTURE! Into, sessions schedule Nov. 15th at
1 30 and Nov. 18th at 3 30 CAP 372-8108

CONCERT
Falcon Marching Band
Mark S. Kelly end Jay C. Jackson,
conductors.
Sun. Nov 201:00 PM Anderson Arena
Adulta 61.00
All Students 62.00
Tk*ete avalloble at the door.

THIRD WORLD GRADUATE ASSOCIATION
AND GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE sponsoring a Thanksgiving PoHuck Dinner Sunday,
November 20. 1988 Off Campus Student
Center 3-7pm. Bring a covered dish dessert,
salad, etc Main course provldod. Free and
opon to al grad atudenta.

DISCOVER BGSU IN FRANCE
Meet students who have participated
Information meeting open to al
Wad Nov 16, 8 PM French House
Don! miss IBM's PS 2 Fair
on campus Tuesday Nov 15 11 AM 7 PM and
Wednesday. Nov 18 9 AM-5 PM Education
Building
Don't miss the men's baeketbal
season opener over break
SAT. NOV. 2* AT 1:25 ON 88 1 FM
SIENNA COLLEGE VS. BOWLING GREEN
UVE NCAA BASKETBALL on (1.1 FM WBOU

Thousands ol liiiafn***** am awEabto In all
lleMi In Weshlneton DC, Find out whal ran
can do In Washington TODAY al 430 In the
Faculty Lounge, Union or contact the Corner
lor Academic Options. 211 Admin 2-6202
Tune In to Bowing Green'a SPORTS Leader
UVE CCHA Hockey FRI» SAT at 7:25
BOWUNG GREEN AT LAKE SUPERIOR
FRI * SAT a' 7:25 on 66.1 FM WBOU

•BtXTA ZTTA-THETA CW
VOLLEYtALl TOURNAMENT
.1,1*66

Otegandsoott:
After spending Chrtalmaa at Mothers, why
don't you meet us at Clark and DMakxi tor a 2
AM doughnut picnic?
JuaeandJudl

•DELTA ZETA ' THETA CM'

VOCLEYEALL TOURNAMENT
rl*.1M*

HAPPY ISM
MARYMENUEZ

'DELTA ZETA ' THETA CM'
10*1 ANNUAL DELTA ZETA-THETA CHI
' VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT •
NOVEMBER 19, 1B6B
10*1 ANNUAL DELTA ZETA-THETA CHI
• VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT •
NOVEMBER IB. IBS*
10*1 ANNUAL DELTA ZETA-THETA CM
• VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT •
NOVEMBER IB. 1 BBS
10*1 ANNUAL DELTA ZETA-THETA CHI
• VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT ■
NOVEMBER 1*. 1BBB

For a* your typing need*
AZ Data Center
352-6042

MA*ri«ITTKAP*>ns*MiaSele
Ca* George 354-2958 or Brian 363-4470
to each. Ira* dotvery Dae. S
AHoa easels UnionFoyer 12-5PM

HAVI TO (NaT A PACtUOtT
For al your snipping needs
Federal Expreee. UPS
A-2 DATA CENTER 1I2-S041
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU ANO YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREONANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO.
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

PERSONALS

••• MILWAUKEE •• •
• • * MILWAUKEE ■ •
ASIA ON TOUR
BRACE YOURSELF FOR THE ROADTRIP
OF THE SEMESTER!

••••ANDREOACETTA'
THANK YOU FOR MAKING MY
DATE BASH 60 MUCH FUN! I YOU'RE
AWESOME, AND I KNOW YOU THOUGHT
THAT PUMPKIN PIE WAS TOOII
LOVE,
6*—I
•POVERTVRACISM-'MOMBE PART OF THE
SOLUTION!
TAKE A CLAM THAT ALLOW*
YOU TO EXPERSENCE...VISIT
W ASHING TON DC. THN •PfWM
•REAK. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL MIL THOMPSON OR PAMSOEHM
AT 162-7514
• • 'DON'T M PART a* THE rWoUaT ' '

3:00
WHEN: Tuesday Nov. 16 * Wednesday Nov.

16

VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
r16,16*6
' DELTA ZETA • THETA CM'

Jeckle. Trteh. endLon.
Thank you guys so much for all the support snd
understanding during the last nv* weeks You
ere the beet roomies any person could heve!
Love ya, Anna
MK {KAPPA),
700 MILES ANO 12 HOURS. YOU OWE ME
ONEI 00 NOT FORGET WHAT WE TALKED
ABOUT IN HOWARDS ON SATURDAY NIGHT
I HOPE I DID NOT SCREW THINGS UP. YOU'RE A GREAT FRIEND
LOVE, YOUR CONNECTICUT CONNECTION
0*U. VS. MICHIGAN SAT. NOV. 1 *
AT BRATHAU*
New ol* screen T.V.thenent beet thing lo being there
Opon at 11:30 AM. Hoi dogs aveHable

ALPHA PM066EOA
FALL 65 PLEDGE CLASS
YOU HAVE DONE A GREAT
JOB DURING PLEDGING
CONGRATULATIONS ON ACTIVATION!
ALPHA •MOHEOA

REACHING YOUR MAJOR GOALS
Undecided ebout your major?
Does the word major make you cringe?
Then this is the workshop for you1
Wednesday. Nov 1**1*18:00pm
Dunoar Caleterte Lounge
Sponaorod by Counseling and Career
Oe»*topment and Academic Enhancement
Cal 2-2081 or 2-2877 with questions

AUn^rn^ OMEGA PLEDGES ANO ACTIVES
Congrats and many thnka to thoee who mads
"GAME-A-THON 1988" a success and Bis ol
tun.
PS Espeaety to those participants ol the
WasarbsaTwIeletOarTiell
ATTENKJN CAMPU8 TOUR OUIOE8
WE NEED YOUR sMILiNG FACE* FOR THE
PICTURE.
WHAT P1CTUAE7-THE PICTURE FOR THE

EC AN ORKNTATTON LEAOERI
APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 18
406 STUDENT SERVICES
BE AN ORIENTATION LEAOERI
APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 18
406 STUDENT SERVICES
BE AN OMENTATrON LEAOERI
APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 18
406 STUDENT SERVICES
BQICERS
The boat of luck to M ol you ttue wookond
agalnal Lake Superior
■RATHAU*
Tnuraekay nkjht Legal Jolnl 11 00
ALL NIGHT LONG

SAM B'S SPECIALS
■SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER SS 96
' HALF PRICE ON MIXED DRINKS S
APPETIZERS 3-8 PM DAIY
•FRESH, HOMEMADE SOUP, SALAD.
ROLL ANO BUTTER 62 96
• APPETIZERS HALF-PRICE 9-10 PM
Downtown BG at 148 N Mam

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS:

a successful

by participating in . . .

The BG News
HOLIDAY EDITION
Monday, December 5,1988

CHRR3
Thank you lor a lenses Be time al The Qatsbyl I
tost loved in* Staah'l Now I am reaty gad I
dktn't mars the haunted house!
EMILY

TbnTownsend
To my Beet Friend 6 roommate.
Congratulations on being Initiated mlo Delta SI• Pi'
-Jim
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S * WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER BASKETBALL
NOV. 17

LOST* FOUND
LOST: Beagle mix puppy, black t gray.
353-0171 362-6380. 352-5360

WANTED

Happy Bkmdey Lovei
I can't watt lo see you
Only 8 more days!

DavMCaaand
You OW a Super Job on Tour!
Keep up the good work Thank* lor your groat

1 tomato rmte. needed for Spring Semester
Close to oampua Cal Unda 363-7348
1 non smoking female to ijolsaas Eaat Many
apartment lor Spring semester Furnished
SI 43 e month Plsaas cal 353-8054
2

FEMALE ROOMMATES E
WOOSTER
SPRING 89
CALL MAMA OR ORETCHEN 363-1298

DELTA ZETA-THETA CHI
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

COOL roommate needed to share treeor aval.
Dae. 1M. $200 a mo. ma. uu. No Leaaei No
smokers ptoaael 363-4626

HAPPY HOURS!!"
4-9 al Howards!

MALE HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER CLOSE TO CAMPUS-ACROSS
FROM KOHL HALL ON W008TER OWN
ROOMI 354-8018

DELTA ZETA - THETA CM
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
HAPPY HOURBMII
4 9 st Howards'

NEED A NEW PLACE! Doc grod ssskl limits
subteoeer tor 2 bdrrn Second BL Apt. Ca*
Teresa el 664-1676
Need Cash for Chrtstmee?
I buy old toys
Ca* 363-'390 after 6 PM

DELTA ZETA • THETA CM
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

NEED MALE RC AMATE 2 *R. APT. IMMEDIATELY $141.$* A 1*0. CALL *-»M1 AFTER
10 PM ONLY

DELTA ZETA • THETA CM
VOLLEYBAU TOURNAMENT

NEEDED; 1-2 FEMALE ROOMMATES CLOSE
TO CAMPUS, REASONABLE RENT FREE
HEAT CALL JEN OR DtNA AT 363-9B13

HAPPY HOURS!!!
4-9 al Howards!

One male or tomato to suClsass tor spring
aemeeter Furnished apartment and dose to
campus In Ridge Manor Apartments Ca* Ed
363-7722 ores* OtoonfjneT 362-0717

DELTA ZETA - THETA CM
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

DELTA ZETA THETA CM
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
HAPPY HOURS!!"
4- II al Howards'
DELTA ZETA - THETA CM
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

Reach 20.000 Bowling Green Stale University students, faculty
and staff who will be looking for gift giving ideas.
Give these potential customers reasons to do their Holiday
Shopping right here in [Bowling Green.
For assistance in planning your advertisment, call (4-19)
372-2605 to schedule an appointment with your sales
representative.

The sisters of Delta Zeta would like to congratulate Hek* Hauar on her recent tovaleitng to Lou
Simono ol Alpha Tau Omega

WHEN: NOVEMBER IB. 1968

DELTA ZETA THETA CHI
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

holiday season

The brothers of Atone Tau Omege would 6ke to
congratulate Crap Tokar tor making Olympic
Preaminaries lor the rifle teem

BRATHAU*
Tonight an* every Wedneeday night
KmMsiil 61.06
ALL NKJHT LONG

-Jan

You can wrap up

The brothere ol Alpha Tau Omega would ake to
welcome AOTT

WHAT DELTA ZETA-THETA CHI
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

I Love You! I
Your Lady m Bed

Tuesday, November 22, 4 p.m.

INVADE BRITAIN
STUDY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF EAST ANOUA. NORWICH ENGLAND INFO SESSIONS
NOV. 16. 30: DEC. 7; 411 SOUTH HALL 7 30
PM OR CALL INTL PROGRAMS 372-2247.
EARN I 5 B Q CREDIT HOURS

WHEN7-WED, NOV. 16 AT 7:15 PM
WlaWEI U6*fYER4*TY HALL INSIDE STAIRS
BE THERE OR BE...
-LEFTOUTI

WHAT: Omege Phi Alpha is having a Bake Sole
WHERE: University Hal HI floor Irom 10 00IO

ADVERTISING DEADLINE:

Have you heerd aeoul the U.». Advenlure?
We*. * not. it's time that you dUT Attend a
National BtoBinl Eichaa** mlo illMn In
the Cantor tor Academic OptJone. 231 Adrian.
BMg Learn how you can attend one of over 83
U.S. ooaegea and pay no outro4-eteW fees!
Into, seeelone schedule Nov. 16*1 at 1:30;
Nov 18*1013:30; CAO372-8202

M.HV

-DELTA ZETA'THETA CHI'
Financial Management Aaaoclatlon
Formal meeting Tueaday. November 15 7:30
PM In McFal Center Now York City Hide show.
Speakers Jell Shotfsr-Prssident and Jed Van
Cleve-CFP, Strategic research planning

OUT OUT OP TOWN!
Study at BGSU m Franca Summer 88 loomWetee language requirement). AYA 88-80 ineludes choice ol coursee In soclel aciencee ar.d
humenmee) mtormeoon mealing Wod Nov.
18. 8 PM, at French House Open to students
mMmators

•DELTA ZETA • THETA CHI'

10*1 ANNUAL DELTA ZETA-THETA CHI
• VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT ■
NOVEMBER 19. 1 BBS

SKI CLUB HAPPY HOURS
8-9 PM FRIDAY AT DOWNTOWN
MEMBERS NO CHARGE ANO NONMEMBERS S2
SKI YA THERE!
SKI CLUB MEETING
INFORMATIONAL MEETING 7:30 PM WEDNESDAY. 070 OVERMAN SIGN-UP FOR
WEEKEND TRIPS QUESTIONS CALL USA
354-2885.
SKI YA THERE!

VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
rlt.MM

Abortion. Morning Altar Treatment
Proud lo be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice H
Toledo, OH 255-7789

For info col 354-8420
Circle November 1 7 on your calendar' That'a
The day ol the Great American Smoke Out All
smokers are Invited to kick the hoc* lor a day
Show yoursell you can do it1'

From flyers end forms to newsletters and letterhead, we've got whal you need lo look SUPER
on paper! Sea ua lor al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS! Kmko'a364-3977

•DELTA ZETA ' THETA CM'

HEY QUYS'
SPANISH CLUB MEETING
211 SOUTH HALL
7PM
TONK3HTII

•"Ad Club'"
Annual vlart from Mania Groana
Fornior Vice Pros ol Board «
J Walter Thompson ol Chicago
7:30 PM Wednesday November 10
McFaH Center. Assembly Room

•OUTAOTA'TrSITACMr

DO TWO GET ONE FREE
Look for our coupon m
BGSU Phone Olroolory
Kkk s Com Laundry
709 8 Mam
Downtown Tim. Ricochet Feck and WletoNesa.
Thank* tor the great erne M Qatsoy We hed a

P 8 HI Rob and Joe'
FM out about mtemehipa m a* ma|ors m Waeh
mgton DC TODAY at 4:30 In the Faculty
Lounge. Union. Sponaorod By the Cantor tor
<u*m«n nrmone, 231 Aomm 2-6202
I BREAK VACATION M CANBECOME A COLLEGE TOUR* REPRESENTATTVE ON YOUR CAMPUS ANO QET YOUR
FREE TPJP TO CArsfXJN. Wl PlWflOE YOU
WITH EVERYTHINO YOU NEED. CALL
1 -*O0-727-000* FOR MORE INFORMATION

Wanted 1 tomato non-amokkng roommate to
subleeseE Reed apartment $147 50 a month
plus uMBtos. Ca* 363-3694
Wanted One female roommate needed to sublease lor Spring-Close to Campus.
363-4079
Wanted Remato roommate to shore big house
Avstatoto Nov. 6. S126 a mo. Pay ha* ol uf»
bee Ca* 362-4962 from 7:30 - 3:00 or
353-885* aftor 3:00.

HELP WANTED
Copy PtaasiaH OMeton ol * raastottol eerp
needs Jr., Sr., or «)h»«to»»l merkesing or
oemmuntcatavis assists to work exert lasto aa
a MrtuMtoej aetoe aeeletont In the Tetosto*0
ants. Meet torn Mm **. PsxiastoR art* extend
sea* ea* X Sprto* Bmiilir. P»ya $»-10 an
to.fiaceepl^*faraetl7$-»461
DIETETIC ASSISTANT
Fu6 Bma rjoanton avekabie tor dietetic eeakUant
High school grad required with cornptotton ol
course, m lypmg and ofnoe practto*. CorttptoBon ol 2-4 veers DBTTETIC ASSISTANT PROGRAM approved By AMERICAN DIETETIC ASSCOATION pretoned Regtotored or regtotrse
a6rjbto pretorred Apply m person or eend re
eume to Human Raaouroee I3*«x«rtment. Me
mortal Hoapnal. 716 8 Tafl Aw. PrWfajl*. OH
43420

■«»»•**

Novombor 16,1981

EBSCO TELEPHONE SERVICE
NOW HIRING TELEMARKETER8
FLEXIBLE HOURS. EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
MINIMUM 15-30 PER WEEK
PICK YOUR OWN DAYS TO WORK GUARANTEED HRLY WAGE PLUS DAILY BONUS
BASED ON SALE8 AVERAGE PERSON
EARNS OVER f 6.00 AN HR WE'RE A NAT10NW10E TELEMARKETING SERVICE CALLING TO PAST CUSTOMERS ONLY LOW
PRESSURE AND HIGH ENTHUSIASM. YEARROUND EMPLOYMENT STOP IN 113 N
MAIN ST AFTER 4:00 PM NEXT TO DAVIDS
DEU
Gam groat practical sales experience
whee earning commlseon making you one
of the highest pekl students on campus
(ea BO. NEWS
ADVERTISING SALES REP
Two poamona open beginning
Spring Semeetor 1989 Musi have
your own reeabie car Al majors
welcome to apply Sophomores and
Junkxa prefered For a job description
snd application, coma to 214 Weal Hal
DEADLINE: Friday, Dae. 2,6 p.m.
Prepare NOW tor your future!
Get Your Foot m the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES mat MM the Interviews
Don't toko chance* on toaa-WE DO IT RIGHT!
KJnko's 354-3977
HART*
Entry level aacunty positions-excellent benelits
and advancement opportunities Educational
background m security would be beneficial Relocation wlthm our marketing area must be considered. H you're Interested in s career with
plenty ol oc^portunltlea. send your resume to
Mr. Robert Slee- Personnel Manager, 1169
OubenRo Ccejmbua 0H43212EOE
Help Wanted Delivery Personnel, fun and pert
Mm*. Musi have own car. Apply 2 PM-6 PM.
Mon-Fri al DiBenodetloa Sub-Me-Oulck
Lawn memiamence Part and fi* time Bba avas*M* Cal 362-5822
Manager needed tor Women's Besketbell Ap
ply Irnmedtolely at ofnoe 2-7089 or 2-7070
NANNY OPPORTUNITIES
• Chicago -toddler $300 a week •
•Denes -2children $ 185sweek•
• San Francieco--2 boys--$ 150s week*
'New York- ■ newborn■ $250 a week ■
• PheedelDhla * Europe-$200 a week1 year commitment Many positions aval
C*I1-800-937NANI
Need cash lor the Holiday? Henry J-a-tha Fundhnekry-ia looking for highly motivated, energetic people to f* waiter, waitress, floor waster,
day crsw positions available Apply in person al
Henry J'a Wad -Sun after 8 PM at 1532 S.
Byrne, Qlenbyme Shopping Center.
OVERSEA* JOBS. 6600-2000 mo. Summer,
Yr. round, ell countries. All fields. Free Into.
Write UC, PO •« S2-OH0J. Corona Dal Mar
CA»a*M
SOCIAL SERVICES
Dedicated mdMdual needed to work with low
income families lo help improve their economic
situation Position Involves Interviewing and requires a coaege degree in the social services or
a retoted aree Storting salary of $15,300 wllh
excesenl benelits Send your resume 6 letter
to: Director. P.O. BOM 890. Fremont, Ohio
43420 EOE
SPANISH MAJORS
Put your Spameh lenguage akato to work when
you help tow income dents quatfy tor various
governmental benefits Muat have an excellent
command ol written S spoken Spanish and prior
mtervtewtng experience Starting salary of over
$15,000. Send your resume $ totter to P.O.
Box 890 Fremonl. OH 43420 EOE
Teacher This position pay* $6 an hour, 35
hour* weekly, 32-38 weak* yearly Atoo accepting appbeattona for a home visitor. This I ful
time 40 hours weekly 32-36 weeks yearfy. $6
hourly neaume to. Ursula Deniaofl. wsos
Head start, 301 w Mam St Portage OH
43461 EOE

FOR SALE
I 980 Uu da 628
4dr. 6*pd rado
$600 or beat offer
362-4332 aftor 6:30
EXCELLENT STEREO DEAL! I
Onkyo 40 watt amp-tuner
JVC double ceaseIte deck
pair ol AR18 speakers - ONLY
$400 for el. but wil sal eeperalety
2-3237
For Sale
Tandy 1000 Computer 258K $460
IBM compatible
Brother Elect* typewrttor $50
3534967 or leave message
For Sato: 1977 Monte Carlo PS P.B. P.W.
rune good, tow mlsags. new engine Beet off*/
3534688
For Sato: Panasonic b-w 12 Inch TV; broken antonae Dp. but reception unaffected; bookcase■bed stereo AM-FM cassette, expendable
Aekmg $50 lor each Ca* Erie aftor 4:30,
362 0448
GOVERNMENT HOMES!
$1.00 (U Repair) Foreclosures Tax Delinquent
Property. Now seeing Thai area1 Cal (relunde
MM 1-618-459-3646 Ext. HI 535Aror6amga,
MIYATA 310 10 SP WITH EXTRAS EX.
CONO $275 OR BO 353-4981 SCOTT
CONCORD RAVEN 10 SP EX CONO $100
OR BO 353-3393
Oak wood desk Very comfortable coach Dmmg room eel CM 352-6382
STEREO EOUIPMENT FOR SALE ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH POWEREO PARTNERS. TECHNICS PORTABLE CXSC PLAYER AND TAPE
DECK. AKAI EQUALIZER JON SZABO.
354-4817

FOR RENT
216 E PoeRd Efficiency tor sublsesa Unfurmened Contact Jeff McHugn 353-6842 after
4 PM or 362-3533 eel 213
Downtown Apt. avalatls Immediately Close lo
campus Newly remodeled. Cal 352-4332 or
363-1406 lor more mlo
Efficiency apt tor eublsasi aval Dec 16
1190 a mo. UWities pd. Greenbnar North E.
Poe Rd apt* Ca* Tony at 353-7246 or
Qroonbrtorol 352-0717
House, s apartments ctose to campus tor
summer 1689 and 1989-1990 school year.
1267-3341
Need 1 mala itwirsmato to aunlaais house wftti
4 other guy*. Own room $ 103 per month plus
utl Ca* 363-7368 or 363-6328 Immediate
New 2 bdrrn One and a half bethe, stove retngerator, rjtohwesher mdudad Ava* vnmey 364-2260
On* or two matoe needed to sublsaei house
tor spring aamerter Low rant, ww have own
room, and is ctose to campus Ca* Rod
364-0892
Outlmi otose to campus Dec-May Free
heel, on Scott Heminon-temele Ca* Bait or
Laurie 363-8446
SUBLEASE: NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED
SPRING SEMESTER. I BORM. CLOSE TO
CAMPUB. CALL 363-6141
Unfum 1 bdrrn apt rag enough tor 1 or 2 penpal A llltll tor lutlllll tor Jen-Jury Leave
■ el 354-141]

